MODULAR DS
Labelling system for front and back application.

Standard features
- Max. speed: up to 10000 p/hour
- Labelling module: Two (2) LABELX 140-250 ES
- Max. label width: 140-250 mm
- Double swing applicator roll
- Double horizontal and vertical micro regulation unit with numeric indicators
- Conveying module with flat belt
- Hold down device with brushless motor
- Automatic speed synchronization
- MODULAR main frame in painted steel (Stainless on request)
- Centralized electronic control with colour Touch screen operator panel
- PLC unit with memory of setting parameters

MODULAR WA
Labelling system for wrapping application.

Standard features
- Max. speed: up to 10000 p/hour
- Labelling module: LABELX 140-250 ES
- Max. label width: 140-250 mm
- Horizontal and vertical micro regulation unit with numeric indicators
- Conveying module with flat belt
- Wrap around device with AC motor plus inverter
- Automatic speed synchronization
- MODULAR main frame in painted steel (Stainless on request)
- Centralized electronic control with colour Touch screen operator panel
- PLC unit with memory of setting parameters

MODULAR WX
Labelling system for application onto cylindrical products in stop position.

Standard features
- Max. speed: 2400 p/hour
- Labelling module: LABELX 140-250 ES
- Max. label width: 140-250 mm
- Horizontal and vertical micro regulation unit with numeric indicators
- Conveying module with flat belt
- Wrap around device on standing position with AC motor plus inverter and pneumatic activation
- Automatic speed synchronization
- MODULAR main frame in painted steel (Stainless on request)
- Centralized electronic control with colour Touch screen operator panel
- PLC unit with memory of setting parameters
MODULAR SYSTEMS

ACCESSORIES

- Pre-unwinding diameter 500
- Orbital aligner
- Thermal transfer coder
- Inclined planes regulation

MODULAR TB
Labelling system for top and bottom application of flat products.

**Standard features**
- Max. speed: up to 10000 p/hour
- Labelling module: Two (2) LABELX 140 -250 ES
- Max. label width: 140-250 mm
- Double swing applicator roll
- Double horizontal and vertical micro regulation unit with numeric indicators
- Conveying module with double lateral belt
- Automatic speed synchronization
- MODULAR main frame in painted steel (Stainless on request)
- Centralized electronic control with Touch screen operator panel
- PLC unit with memory of setting parameters

MODULAR BS
Labelling system for application onto the low side of flat products.

**Standard features**
- Max. speed: up to 10000 p/hour
- Labelling module: LABELX 140 -250 ES
- Max. label width: 140-250 mm
- Swing applicator roll
- Horizontal and vertical micro regulation unit with numeric indicators
- Conveying module with double lateral belt
- Automatic speed synchronization
- MODULAR main frame in painted steel (Stainless on request)
- Centralized electronic control with Touch screen operator panel
- PLC unit with memory of setting parameters